(1) Social Media Viral Content Builder for Wordpress

Ultimate plugin for making content viral.

Get ready to rocket your content into the viral stratosphere. This automated plugin developed for WordPress
can hide any content so that in order to read it the user must share it via social media channels. This has the
potential to bring much more traffic to your content and turn it viral.
What does it do?
With our plugin you can stop visitors from reading a part, parts or an entire article before sharing it via
Facebook, twitter or Google +. This means you can hide a chart that shows the key elements of your post, a
paragraph with the answer to all there problems, images, file downloads, any individual piece of text can be
hidden until the visitor shares your article with their friends.
Imagine offering a free pdf with the top 10 marketing success tips and having visitors share the article before
being able to download it. How about a cooking recipe that users need to share before getting the complete
ingredients. Mondays Workout to lose 10 pounds a week? BOOM hidden. There are endless ways that this
plugin can be used to compel visitors to share the article socially. This plugin has helped clients increase
shares by as much as 1,000% in a few days and helped increase readers/visitors.
Additionally you can use this plugin with our other products to create a 360 Degree Automated marketing
process for your websites success.
Our Viral Content Builder plugin for turning your content into viral building powerhouses by blocking certain
pieces of your content so that visitors must share it to gain access to important images, text, charts, videos,
etc.
And our Twitter Manager to automate the process of getting you followers using targeted Hashtags, Keywords
or even sniping followers from your competitors.

(2) Sharelock: Unlock Content with Visitor Number

In the world of internet marketing, there is one thing that everyone needs to become successful and that is
traffic. Without traffic, you will not gain subscribers to your mailing list, make sales for your products, get
Adsense clicks or anything else you wish to achieve from your website. Without traffic, you have no business
and certainly no income coming in. And there’s where Sharelock comes in to help you.
As you may already know, viral marketing relies heavily on word of mouth marketing. There is no limit on the
amount of traffic you will get as you wouldn’t have known how many people are spreading the message for
you. Most people are curious, if they receive the message from somebody they know or trust, they are most
likely eager to find out what’s the “buzz” behind. One of the most common technique to go viral is giving
something for free. But why not giving something premium for free but with an extra challenge. In fact people
loves challenge.
With Sharelock, you can easily lock and hide partial or all of your content. And the best part is that it can only
be unlocked with enough visitors. Sharelock will let user unlock and unhide partial or all of your content by
driving traffic to your post/page.

(3) Viralist - Viral lists script with Facebook App

Viralist is a Viral lists website script written in PHP that lets you build a viral content website with awesome
curated lists like Buzzfeed. Viralist supports a lot of media types like Photos, videos(Youtube and Vimeo),
SoundCloud audio, quotes, etc. Support for a lot of other media types will be added in future.
Lists get super viral and they are easy to make. With Viralist, your users could make awesome lists for you.
They can signup with their email or via Facebook and create lists with our simple and easy interface. You can
either enable auto approval or approve the user-created lists manually via the admin panel.
The powerful admin panel and the Super Viral features of Viralist makes it the best choice to build a great viral
site with little effort.
Tap into the Winning Viral Formula of BuzzFeed.
Create the most viral stuff on the internet now!

(4) Traffic Search Engine

With this traffic product any search engine see and recognize your selected keywords as organic, so your
business will increase in top with results in just days.
This tool is completely and provides almost all types of traffic services.
Some information for customers who know the technique and want to know how it works:
Automatically delete browsing tracks from previous session (cache and cookies).
Set a random browser user agent.
Set a different operating system.
Set a random screen resolution.
Different devices traffic.
Change a new IP using HMA VPN or Private Proxies.
Detects all internal pages of your website.
Render operations as a human operator.

(5) LinkedIn Viral Social App

This viral social app can let you users connect with their LinkedIn account before being able to access a
reserved content (video, article, download, ...).
Features;
Easy to install
Easy to use
Quality code
This viral social app is equipped with the dedicated administrative module
Be able to post a message on your users LinkedIn wall
Automatic autopost on your users LinkedIn wall when they first connect

(6) Quizmaster - Viral Quiz Maker for WordPress

Quizmaster lets you create clean and beautiful viral quizzes to drive traffic to your WordPress website through
sharing and social networks. The plugin provides comfortable and easy to use quiz creation tools in the admin
panel.
Quizzes are very popular lately, they help to promote your website, raise your users’ engagement, and attract
new visitors.
All Features;
- Create basic and personality quizzes
- Embed quizzes into any post or page using a shortcode
- Create multiple choice questions
- Add as many choices per question as you like
- Beautiful design and smooth transition between questions
- Works with any theme. If you’re facing an issue using the plugin, please contact me and I’ll help to
resolve it.
- Collect participants’ information (first name, last name, email, or a combination of these) before
questions or before results
- Responsive, works nicely in iOS and Android
- Export quiz results in the CSV format
- Export and import quizze

